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VROOAM MOTORCYCLE BROCHURE 2019

HIGH PERFORMANCE
MOTORCYCLE LUBRICANTS.
“As we are a company of enthusiasts, performance is our
main priority at all times.”

We are a young and dynamic company based in The Netherlands. Established by professional engineers with
years of experience in the lubricants industry. Thanks to our worldwide experience we can truly share our
passion. We know how a product should perform in the highest level of the racing industry, therefore we developed an exclusive range of lubricants to exceed your expectations. We create and innovate with full commitment and product dedication. As we are a company of enthusiasts, performance is our main priority at all times.
OUR MISSION
VROOAM is most probably the fastest growing new motorcycle oil product and brand worldwide. Every year
we achieve a major title in racing. For a good reason: We push to achieve a technically superior motorcycle oil
that meets, and goes beyond, the existing expectations. We offer our customers a performance product within
the field of motorcycle oils. VROOAM is a high performance lubricant engineered for all type of Powersports
vehicles: it’s specially designed to deliver the next generation formula, which include resistance to thermal
stress, engine cleanliness, engine protection, clutch friction durability and gear protection. Our products are
developed to be above and beyond the performance standard described in current industry motorcycle specifications. We always take notice to the most appropriate specifications for motorcycle engines and their specific use. Our strategy is to gain increased market share in the oil and gas industry, while meeting global and
specific lubricants demands in a responsible and active way.
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VROOAM POWERSPORTS BROCHURE 2019

THANKS TO OUR WORLDWIDE EXPERIENCE WE CAN TRULY
SHARE OUR PASSION

40+

100%
Made in The Netherlands.
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Unlimited customization
possibilities.

VROOAM products are
exported in over 40 countries around the world.

VROOAM POWERSPORTS BROCHURE 2019 | 4-STROKE ENGINE OILS

4-STROKE ENGINE OIL

PAO-TRIPLE ESTER FORMULA

A 100% synthetic PAO - Triple Ester 4-stroke motorcycle engine oil. For
all high-performance air- and water-cooled 4-stroke motorcycle engines.
Including tuned racing bikes, superbikes, supersports, endurance-, street,motocross-, enduro bikes with integrated or non-integrated gearbox and
wet or dry clutch. Provides ultimate engine protection and smooth clutch
and gearbox operation. Quick engine response, improves power output
and increased reliability at the same time. For use in the following conditions: circuit, road, city and off-road.

Viscosities and specifications: SAE 10W-50, SAE 5W-40. Specifications above
standard; JASO MA tested and approved.
VROOAM® recommends this product for performance motorcycles that requires
a racing dedicated product or the following specifications: API SM/SL /SJ/SH/
SG/SF; JASO MA2/MA

Available in: 1l, 4l, 20l, 60l, 208l, 1000l.

VR90 SERIES

All rights reserved. Specifications and viscosities subjected to change without notice.
Under reserve of errors and misprints.
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VROOAM MOTORCYCLE BROCHURE 2019 | 4 -STROKE ENGINE OILS

Available in: 1l, 4l, 20l, 60l, 208l, 1000l.

Available in: 1l, 4l, 20l, 60l, 208l, 1000l.

Available in: 1l, 4l, 20l, 60l, 208l, 1000l.

4-STROKE ENGINE OILS

MULTI ESTER FORMULA

ESTER + FORMULA

SYNTHETIC ADDITIVE FORMULA

VR70 SERIES

VR50 SERIES

VR30 SERIES

Fully Synthetic Ester Blend 4-stroke motorcycle
engine oils. For all performance air- and watercooled 4-stroke motorcycle engines, including
tuned racing bikes, superbikes, supersports,
endurance-, street,- motocross-, enduro bikes
with integrated or non-integrated gearbox and
wet or dry clutch. Provides ultimate engine protection, smooth clutch and gearbox operation.
Quick engine response, improves power output
and increased reliability at the same time. For
use in the following conditions: circuit, road, city
and off-road.

Synthetic Ester Blend 4-stroke motorcycle
engine oils for performance air and water-cooled
4-stroke motorcycle engines, including sports-,
touring-, street-, off road-, enduro- and trial bikes
with integrated or non-integrated gearbox, wet
or dry clutch. For use in all conditions, roads, city
and off-road.

Allround synthetic based 4-stroke motorcycle
engine oils with a synthetic additive formula.
Specially manufactured for riders who depend
on their bike for day-to-day use and demand performance, protection, reliability and cleanliness
for their modern, seasoned or classic bikes with
integrated or non-integrated gearbox and wet or
dry clutch.

Viscosity and performance levels: SAE 10 W- 40 , 15 W50 ; API SM; JASO MA 2 . VROOAM® recommends this
product for motorcycles that require the following
specifications: API SM/SL /SJ/SH/SG/SF; JASO MA/
MA 2.

Viscosity and performance levels: SAE 10 W- 40,
20 W- 50 ; API SL; JASO MA 2 . VROOAM® recommends
this product for motorcycles that require the following
specifications: API SL /SJ/SH/SG/SF; JASO MA/MA 2 .

Viscosity and performance levels: SAE 10 W- 40 , 15 W50 , 10 W- 60 ; 10W-30; API SN; JASO MA 2 .
VROOAM® recommends this product for performance
motorcycles that requires the following specifications:
API SN/SM/SL /SJ/SH/SG/SF; JASO MA/ MA 2 .
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All rights reserved. Specifications and viscosities subjected to change without notice. Under reserve of errors and misprints.

Available in: 1l.

Available in: 1l, 20l.

SCOOTER SERIES

PRO DIRT BIKE

SCOOTER 4T SERIES

VRX SERIES

Synthetic 4-stroke scooter engine oils for all
types of 4-stroke scooter engines that meets
the highest specifications, classifications and
scooter manufacturers requirements. For scooters travelling within the city and on the highway.
For smooth engine start-ups even at low temperatures. VROOAM Synthetic 4-stroke Scooter
engine oil exceeds the highest specifications and
classifications.

The VRX Series is developed for modern 4-stroke
single cylinder, multi-valve off-road engines. Provides optimum torque at low-RPM, high power
output and securing consistent clutch performance at low and high temperatures. Provides
anti-wear protection and offers a good resistance against “fuel blow-by”.

Viscosity and performance levels: SAE 5 W- 40,
10 W- 30 ; API SN; JASO MA 2 . VROOAM® recommends
this product for scooters that requires the following
specifications: API SN/SM/SL / SJ/SH/SG/SF; JASO
MA/MA2/MB.

Viscosity and specifications: SAE 25 W- 50 ; API SG;
JASO MA.

All rights reserved. Specifications and viscosities subjected to change without notice. Under reserve of errors and misprints.
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Available in: 1l, 4l, 20l, 60l, 208l, 1000l.

Available in: 1l, 4l, 20l, 60l, 208l, 1000l.
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100% SYNTHETIC
MOTORCYCLE ENGINE OIL
20W-50

SEMI-SYNTHETIC
MOTORCYCLE ENGINE OIL
25W-50

A custom formulated 100% synthetic 4-Stroke V-Twin
motorcycle engine oil. Provides ultimate performance and protection for large displacement V-Twin
engines in extreme operating conditions. This product is the ultimate multi-compartment “3in1” V-Twin
motorcycle lubricant to meet the demands for V-Twin
air- and water-cooled engines, including aftermarket
turbo- and super-charged engines. Recommended
for use in engine, primary chaincase and transmission, provides smooth gear shifting and effective
long-term wet clutch operation. The product meets
SAE 90, API GL-1 gear oil requirements and is also
recommended for transmissions and primary chaincases in American V-Twin engines where 20W-50
engine oils or SAE 90, GL-1 gear oils are used. Not
recommended for shaft drive hypoid gears or where
an API GL-4 or GL-5 gear oil is required.

A custom formulated semi-synthetic 4-Stroke V-Twin
motorcycle engine oil. Engineered to meet the specific demands of large displacement V-Twin engines.
It combines the benefits of synthetic oils with the
lower cost of mineral oils. Offers excellent protection at high loads and high temperatures which are
typical in V-Twin engines. Ideal for use in all V-Twin
engines where an economical priced product is
desired and superior protection at all climates. This
product offers very good engine protection by using
VROOAM’s unique Performance Additive Technology, which results in reducing bearing and valve
train wear and keeps pistons and rings from scuffing.
The engine will run much quieter and will have lower
oil consumption through its unique and stable multi-grade viscosity of SAE 25W-50.

Viscosity: SAE 20 W- 50

Viscosity: SAE 25 W- 50

VROOAM MOTORCYCLE BROCHURE 2019 | AMERICAN V-TWIN

Available in: 1l, 4l, 20l, 60l, 208l, 1000l.

Available in: 1l, 4l, 20l, 60l, 208l, 1000l.

Available in: 1l, 60l, 208l.

AMERICAN V-TWIN SERIES

PREMIUM MINERAL
MOTORCYCLE ENGINE OIL
20W-50

MINERAL MONOGRADE
MOTORCYCLE ENGINE OIL
50 & 60

PRIMARY CHAINCASE
AND TRANSMISSION OIL

Custom formulated mineral 4-Stroke V-Twin motorcycle engine oil. This is an excellent V-Twin engine oil
for service departments, shop- and service fill, topping off and for new and rebuilt engine break-in for
V-twin motorcycles. This product provides shear, oxidation stability and deposit control for quality lubrication performance and engine protection. VROOAM’s
unique Performance Additive Technology means
high viscosity index, less oil consumption, oxidation
stability. Engines last longer and are more reliable
with added wear protection to increase bearing
life. Equally suitable for air or liquid cooled V-Twin
engines.

These “old-fashion, old-school and hard-core”
V-Twin single-grade 4-Stroke engine oils, provide
performance and protection to meet the demands
of (older) V-Twin air and water-cooled engines. This
product will make the engine run smoother at high
temperatures and will and prevents better against
engine oil leaking through its high and stable viscosity. This product can only be used in the engine and
not in transmission and primary chaincase.

A premium V-Twin mineral motorcycle transmission
oil especially formulated for transmissions and primary chaincases with wet clutches. This product is
recommended for use in American V-Twin motorcycles engines with wet diaphragm spring clutches
where transmission and primary chaincase share
the same lubricant. VROOAM American V-Twin Primary Chaincase & Transmission Oil provides superior
transmission protection when hot, easy start when
cold and provides smooth clutch performance, gearshift operations and increased reliability al at the
same time.

Viscosity: SAE 20 W- 50

Viscosities: SAE 50 & SAE 60
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Available in: 1l.

VR8
A 100% synthetic racing engine oil for high-performance air- and water cooled
2-stroke racing motorcycle engines, including tuned racing bikes, motocross,
road racing and other 2-stroke Powersports racing engines. Provides excellent
lubrication and performance for ultra-high RPM. Ultimate protection, cleanliness
and low smoke with outstanding throttle response due to superb lubrication and
low friction. For all racing premix 2-stroke racing engines with a mixing ratio as
specified by the manufacturer.

Specifications and classifications: API TC. VROOAM® recommends this product for
racing 2-stroke engines that requires a racing approved product.
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VROOAM MOTORCYCLE BROCHURE 2019 | 2 -STROKE ENGINE OILS

Available in: 1l.

Available in: 1l.

Available in: 1l.

2-STROKE ENGINE OILS

VR6

VR4

SCOOTER 2T

A 100% synthetic engine oil for performance airand water cooled 2-stroke motorcycle engines,
including performance motocross, scooter and
other 2-stroke Powersports engines. Provides
excellent lubrication and performance with ultimate engine protection, cleanliness and low
smoke. Suitable for Premix and oil-injection lubrication systems.

A Synthetic 2-stroke engine oil that meets the
highest specifications and classifications. For
2-stroke motorcycles for road and off-road use.
Excellent engine protection, keeps the engine
clean, produces less smoke and prevents deposit
formation. Suitable for oil-injection and premix
systems (1:50).

A Synthetic blend 2-stroke scooter engine oil.
For scooter riders who demand superior quality
and performance combined with superior engine
protection and cleanliness for their 2-stroke
scooter engine.
Suitable for oil-injection
lubrication systems.

Specifications and classifications. API TC; JASO FD;
ISO-L-EGD. VROOAM® recommends this product for
motorcycles that requires the following specifications: API TC; JASO FD/FC/FB; ISO-L-EGD/EGC/EGB;
Husqvarna; Piaggio Hexagon.

Specifications and classifications: API TC; JASO FD;
ISO-L-EGD. VROOAM® recommends this product for
motorcycles that requires the following specifications: API TC; JASO FD/FC/FB; ISO-L-EGD/EGC/EGB;
Husqvarna; Piaggio Hexagon.

Specifications and classifications: API TC; JASO FD;
ISO-L-EGD. VROOAM® recommends this product for
scooter engines that requires the following specifications: API TC; JASO FD/FC/FB; ISO-L-EGD/EGC/EGB;
Global GD; 2-Stroke DFI.
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VROOAM MOTORCYCLE BROCHURE 2019 | SERVICE PRODUCTS

Available in: 1l.

Available in: 1l.

Available in: 1l.

TRANSMISSION OILS

TRANSMISSION OIL
10W-40

TRANSMISSION OIL
80W

TRANSMISSION HYPOID OIL
80W-90

A motorcycle gearbox oil for use in 2-stroke &
4-stroke transmissions with wet clutch. Offers
superior protection at high temperatures and an
easy start when cold. Provides easy and smooth
clutch performance and gear shifting.

A 2-stroke & 4-stroke gearbox oil for use in road
and off-road Powersports separate gearboxes
with wet clutch. Provides superior protection
when hot, an easy start when cold and offers
smooth clutch performance and gearshift.

A mineral hypoid gear oil for separate gearboxes
that require hypoid GL-5 gear oil. Excellent for
noisy gearboxes, provides high oil film resistance
even under the most severe conditions. A mineral hypoid gear oil for all gearboxes without wet
clutches & hypoid rear axles without LSD.

Viscosities and specifications: SAE 10 W- 40 . Recom-

Viscosities and specifications: SAE 80 W; API GL- 4 .

Viscosity and specifications: SAE 80 W- 90 ; API GL- 5 .

mended when manufacturers require an SAE 10 W- 30 ,
10 W- 40 motor oil or SAE 80 W gearbox oil.

VROOAM® recommends this product for Powersports
transmissions were the constructor requires a dedicated gear lubricant oil: SAE 80 W; SAE 75 W; API GL- 4 .

VROOAM® recommends this product for motorcycle
transmissions that requires the following specifications: SAE 80 W- 90 ; API GL- 5 .
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Available in: 1l.

TRANSMISSION OIL SCOOTER
75W-90
A synthetic based scooter transmission oil, developed for use in scooter transmissions. Provides a
superior protection at high temperatures with an
easy start and shifting when cold. Offers extreme
pressure lubricating protection and easy and
smooth transmission operation at racing and city
driving conditions.

Viscosity and specifications: SAE 75 W- 90 ; API GL-4, API
GL-5. VROOAM® recommends this product for motorcycle
and scooter transmissions that requires the following
specifications: SAE 75 W- 90 ; API GL-4, API GL-5.
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Available in: 1l, 20l, 60l.

FORK OILS

FORK OILS
5W, 10W, 15W & 20W
These Fork oils are high performance fluids for optimum damping performance
in all road and off road suspensions. Developed for optimal absorption at all temperatures and provides easier sliding and avoid drag in the fork. Protects against
foaming, corrosion and offers outstanding lubricity for smoother and safer braking. Provides superior anti-fade damping performance over a wide temperature
range. Protection of seal end elastomer compatibility.

VROOAM recommends this product for motorcycle forks that requires a SAE 5 W,
10 W, 15 W & 20 W fork oil.
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VROOAM MOTORCYCLE BROCHURE 2019 | SERVICE PRODUCTS

Available in: 1l.

COOLANT

208L | 60L | 208L
Available in: 1L | 4L |Available
20L | 60Lin:| 500ml.

208L | 60L | 208L
Available in: 1L | 4L |Available
20L | 60Lin:| 500ml.

BRAKE FLUIDS

BRAKE & CLUTCH FLUID
DOT4

HBP FACTORY RACING
BRAKE FLUID DOT4

COOLANT READY-MIX

A 100% synthetic brake fluid for effective and optimum brake performance under extreme conditions
and maintains viscosity in cold and hot environments. High dry boiling point of 260°C. Suitable for
all types of hydraulic DOT-4 brake and clutch systems.

A 100% synthetic brake fluid for effective and
opti
mum brake performance under extreme racing conditions and maintains viscosity in cold and
hot environments. High dry boiling point of 310°C.
Suitable for all types of hydraulic DOT4 brake/
clutch-systems.

For protection of motorcycle cooling systems. A
ready-to-use OAT performance coolant for better
heat transfer and cooler running engines. Protects
cooling systems and their metallic parts from corrosion and freezing up to -38°C.

VROOAM recommends this product for powersports
brake systems that requires an DOT4/DOT3 brake fluid.

VROOAM recommends this product for powersports
brake systems that requires an DOT4 brake fluid.
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VROOAM MOTORCYCLE BROCHURE 2019 | MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS

Available in: 400ml.

Available in: 400ml.

Available in: 400ml.

MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS

CLEAR CHAIN LUBE

CLEAR TACK RACING
CHAIN LUBE

WHITE CHAIN LUBE

For all types of road and off-road motorcycle
chains. High performance ‘TACKY’ lubricant
for outstanding lubrication in all conditions of
use (touring, race, road and off-road). Excellent penetration power for highest lubrication
power. REDUCES friction for MAXIMUM power
output and protection under the most extreme
conditions. Excellent adhesion for minimal fling
off. Resistant to water wash off and protection
against corrosion and aggressive environments.
Protects and saves the O/X/Z rings and keeps
them supple.

A 100% synthetic high performance long-lasting
adhesive high speed racing chain lube. Especially recommended for karts and (endurance)
road race motorcycles. Clear Tack Racing Chain
Lube has excellent penetration- and lubrication
properties and sticks to the chain. Contains antiwear additives and reduces rolling resistance
and secures lubrication properties under high
temperatures and pressures. Clear Tack Racing
Chain Lube is water and rust resistant, protects
the O/X/Z rings and keeps them supple.

High Performance white chain lube developed
for high speed Powersports racing chains.
Especially recommended for road race motorcycles and karts. VROOAM White Chain Lube has
excellent penetration properties and sticks to
the chain. Contains PTFE and Ceramic additives
and reduces rolling resistance and secures lubrication properties under high temperature and
pressure. The White Chain Lube is water and rust
resistant and protects the O/X/Z rings and keeps
them supple.
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Available in: 400ml.

Available in: 500ml, 18l.

CHAIN CLEANER

BRAKE & PARTS CLEANER

A powerful chain cleaner for cleaning powersports chains. Cleaning the motorcycle chain
increases the chain life and keeps it operating
efficiently. VROOAM Chain Cleaner penetrates
efficiently into the chain and removes old chain
lube and road dirt through the soaking process.
The VROOAM Chain Cleaner is safe for all types
of O/X/Z-ring chains. Use for chain protection
and reducing rolling resistance the VROOAM
Chain Lubes.

A brake and parts cleaner for strong cleaning
and degreasing of all mechanical parts and systems. VROOAM Brake & Parts Cleaner is a penetrating dry cleaner spray for quick and rapid
dirt removal without leaving residue. It cleans
brakes, carburettors, metal surfaces and other
mechanical parts.
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Available in: 400ml.

Available in: 400ml.

MPL MULTIPURPOSE
LUBRICANT

PTFE SPRAY

A multipurpose lubricant for maintenance, care
and conservation. VROOAM Multipurpose Lubricant is a penetrating de-watering fluid for Powersports vehicles and industrial applications. It
provides excellent displacement of moisture from
engines, ignition systems and electrical contacts. This product loosens, cleans and lubricates
inaccessible mechanisms and protects metal
surfaces against corrosion and moisture.

This spray is a lubricating oil including PTFE. It
provides excellent lubrication, reduces wear and
friction for easy rotation performance at high
temperatures. VROOAM PTFE Spray can handle high pressure loads and won’t fling off very
quickly from high-speed rotating equipment. It
protects against corrosion and is water resistant.

VROOAM MOTORCYCLE BROCHURE 2019 | MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS

Available in: 400ml.

Available in: 400ml.

Available in: 400ml.

MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS

SILICONE SPRAY

POWER WAX +

POWER FOAM
MULTI-CLEANER

A silicone spray for brilliance, protection and
enhancing plastic surface colours. VROOAM
Silicone Spray is a protective light lubricant to
protect plastics against UV discolorations, it
provides fenders a like-new gloss and protects
rubbers from freezing. This product is not for use
on painted surfaces.

VROOAM Power Wax+ provides long protection,
colour depth and quick cleaning. This product
contains exclusive waxes that leads to fast and
easy application. It creates a strong mirror finish
and deep colour brilliance. A product for quick
cleaning without water, has good adherence on
vertical surfaces and even removes dirt.

The VROOAM Power Foam Multi-Cleaner contains an advanced formula. This product is for
multifunctional cleaning and degreasing with a
wide spectrum of applications with an excellent
cleaning action. Ideal for universal use for example helmets and windshields.
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VROOAM MOTORCYCLE BROCHURE 2019 | MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS

Available in: 500ml, 20l.

Available in: 1l.

Available in: 500g.

MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS

BODYWORK CLEANER

AIR FOAM FILTER OIL

SYNTHETIC WHITE
ASSEMBLY LUBE

Special bodywork cleaner developed for use by
professional race teams. VROOAM Bodywork
cleaner efficiently removes grime, grease, oil
and brake dust from plastic, polyester and carbon surfaces. This product can be applied to all
water-resistant surfaces, with the exception of
light metals and is not for use on heated surfaces.

VROOAM Air Foam Filter Oil is a red coloured,
easy penetrating performance air foam filter oil.
This product vaporizes quickly and becomes very
sticky for superior protection and optimal air
flow.

A white, non-toxic, smooth grease like compound. Based on synthetic oil with a high solid
lubricant content. Designed for use as an assembly lubricant for lubricating bushings, sliding surfaces and small open plastic or metal gears. It is
also an anti-seize compound for threaded fasteners. It prevents damage during start up and protect against premature wear during the running
period. This grease should be applied sparingly
as a thin film, using a brush or lint-free cloth. Surfaces must be cleaned well before application.
Due to its high solid content, it is not suitable for
lubrication of anti-friction bearings.

For removal of rubber VROOAM recommends VROOAM
MPL Multipurpose lubricant.
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Available in: 500g.

Available in: 1l.

BLUE TACK WP GREASE

TOTAL CLEANER

VROOAM Blue Tack WP Grease is a lithium complex grease with EP additives for medium speed
operated bearings and plain bearings. It provides
good resistance to water and excellent resistance to high temperatures and loads. Can be
used as long life grease in roller bearings, water
pumps, electric motors, couplings, cardan joints
and in general wherever high efficiency greases
are needed in motorcycle and watercraft applications with severe requirements.

A total cleaner (gel formula) for safe and strong
cleaning. Removes the most resistant dirt, such
as chain grease, road grime and baked-on-insects. Is an advanced non corrosive cleaning emulsion that is safe for and even protects
painted surfaces, fibreglass, dark plastic material, chrome, anodised parts and aluminium.
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VROOAM MOTORCYCLE BROCHURE 2019 | MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS

Powerful hand cleaner with natural scrubbers for
removing heavy duty industrial soiling. It’s unique
product formulation easily removes stubborn soiling like oil, grease, tar, ink, adhesive and paint.
Cleans and moisturizes the hands and prevents
skin irritation.
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Available in: 90pcs.

HAND CLEANER
SPECIAL

Available in: 200ml.

Available in: 3l.

MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS

INSTANT SILICONE GASKET
SEALANT

POWER WIPES

A quality instant silicone gasket sealant that
is permanently flexible and can resist low and
high temperatures ranging from -60°c to +300°c.
VROOAM Instant Silicone Gasket Sealant is ideal
for use on karts, cars, boats, motorcycles and
bikes and forms a tough rubber seal for a wide
range of tasks.

Strong cleaning wipes for easy and direct use for
removal of grease, fat, oil, wet paint, brake dust,
soot, glue, resin, and other persistent pollution.
This product is an excellent alternative to aggressive chemicals and solutions.

FOLLOW US!
facebook.com/vrooam
instagram.com/vrooam
linkedin.com/vrooam
vrooam-lubricants.com
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MADE IN THE NEDERLANDS

VROOAM POWERSPORTS LUBRICANTS INTERNATIONAL B.V.
AVENTURIJN 300 | 3316 LB DORDRECHT | THE NETHERLANDS | T: +31 (0) 78 750 16 32
E: INFO@VROOAM-LUBRICANTS.COM | W: VROOAM-LUBRICANTS.COM
@VROOAM

© 2019 VROOAM LUBRICANTS
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All rights reserved. Specifications and viscosities subjected to change without notice. Under reserve of errors and misprints.

